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Run and Repeat
By Spencer West

Running is simple, put
on a comfortable pair of
running sneakers, put
one foot in front of the
other, and repeat. In
running and life itself,
repetition is usually the
key to success, as long
as you are repeating
good form and habit. A
big part of being
successful in life and
running is showing up.
The rest is hard work
and dedication, which
includes sticking with a tried and true plan and seeing it though to the end, which means your goal
race in the short term and a lifetime of healthy running in the long term. It really is that simple as
long as you are willing to give yourself a chance to succeed.
To prove my point, look at all the successful runners you know or read about. Do they follow the
latest running fads or change direction midway through their training plans? Of course not and
neither should you. When you start running it is about finding out whether the sport is a good fit for
your personality. As you progress, you start to learn more about the sport and what works for you
individually. Don’t doubt your instincts, don’t follow fads and don’t quit workouts or training plans
midstream. Instead, work through your respective training plans and workouts, both the good and
bad ones, and finish what you start. Unless you get injured or you are truly following the wrong
plan, repetition is always the key to success.
It is a pet peeve of mine when I see people stop midway through a workout for no specific reason
other than it is difficult or they’re tired or the myriad other excuses people make when not wanting
to allow them the opportunity to succeed. That’s what it really boils down to, you either suffer a
little in workouts or you suffer in your goal race; the choice seems simple to me. Besides the few
workouts you have per week, one of which will probably include your long run, the rest of the battle
is just showing up. Showing up in running means getting your easy or “junk miles” in and not
skipping them just because you feel they’re not as important as your workout; they are! Not only is
mileage the key to strength in running, so too is habit (aka repetition).
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